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The present deliverable constitutes the second yearly report of the actions
related to ethical, legal and social aspects carried out during the second year
of the project. The first part of the deliverable zooms in on the actions taken
in regard of personal data handling and management. The second part
addresses the requirements under Responsible Research and Innovation
and will list all compliance efforts taken by the consortium. Finally, the
societal impact of the SMOOTH project will be assessed.
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1.- Introduction
1.1.- Project description
The adoption and entry into force of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) marked a new
era for digital economy and the protection of personal data in the EU. With the overhaul of the
previous legal instrument governing data privacy (Directive 95/46/EC), the EU legislator sought to
respond to the privacy concerns presented by the digital age. What emerged is a new, robust
regulation imposing extensive responsibilities on entities processing personal data and at the same
time empowering individuals with enhanced control over their data. Because of the profound
impact of the GDPR on individuals, private and public entities processing personal data, its adoption
in April 2016 was followed by a two-year transition period to give time to fully prepare for the new
rules. It entered into force and became fully enforceable across the EU on 25 May 2018. While that
deadline was approaching, studies pointed that several, and arguably the majority of, companies
were unprepared to meet their obligations under the GDPR.1
SMOOTH aims to assist micro-enterprises to comply with key requirements of the GDPR by
designing and implementing an easy-to-use and affordable cloud-based platform service. Due to
their lack of data protection expertise and limited resources, micro-enterprises are particularly
vulnerable in the implementation of the GDPR. By assisting these enterprises to adopt the GDPR,
SMOOTH ultimately aims to safeguard citizens’ rights to data protection and privacy, protect microenterprises from the negative consequences of non-compliance and, by extension, benefit the
European society. In order to achieve the overarching objective, SMOOTH will develop advanced
technologies for automatically assessing compliance with key elements of the GDPR commonly
applying to micro-enterprises. The technologies to be developed are illustrated in the graph below.

SMOOTEXT

• Automated analysis of key text documents related
to the protection of personal data: privacy policies,
cookie notices, informed consent forms

SMOODATA

• Automated analysis of MEnts personal data
repositories, to identify the presence of personal
data, type of data and compliance with the data
minimisation and storage limitation principles

SMONLINE

• Automated analysis of personal data collection and
exploitation from websites and mobile apps

The results of the automated compliance tests produced by these technologies will be
supplemented with contextual information of the micro-enterprise under analysis. During the
SMOOTH Platform registration process, the micro-enterprise will be asked to fill in a questionnaire
with contextual information on its processing activities. This information will be used, together with
1

IAPP, Study: 60 percent of European companies unprepared for GDPR; Financial Times, Most UK small businesses
unprepared for new EU data rules; THEVERGE, No one’s ready for GDPR.
30-04-2020
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the automated tests results, to generate a compliance report tailored for the micro-enterprise,
providing specific feedback on aspects of compliance/non-compliance. In case of non-compliance
guidance and recommendations on how to remedy the identified problem(s).

1.2.- Objectives of Deliverable 9.3
The current Deliverable reports the actions related to ethical, legal and social aspects carried out
during the second year of the project. The activities central to D9.3 are threefold:


The management of the entire life cycle of all data gathered, generated and stored from all
the SMOOTH tasks during and after the project, according to recommendations of
Guidelines on FAIR Data Management in Horizon 2020.2
 The monitoring of the project activities and results of potential interest from a Responsible
Research and Innovation (RRI) point of view, for promoting inclusiveness, transparency and
social equity within research.
 To bridge the gap between ICT developments and social sciences and humanities.
The current status of these three aspects will be addressed below.

2.- SMOOTH data management and compliance with GDPR (T9.1)
In Deliverable 9.1 adequate measures for the handling of research data during and after the project
were established. There, the Data Manager has defined what data will be collected, processed
and/or generated, which methodology and standards will be applied, whether data will be
shared/made open access and how data will be curated and preserved. As this is a task that is
ongoing over the entire lifespan of the project, measures taken recently will be elaborated below.

2.1.- DPO
With AEPD leaving the project, Smooth is left without a DPO. The consortium has decided not to
appoint a new DPO, for the following reasons:
-

The obligation to appoint a DPO targets legal entities. The Smooth consortium is not a
legal entity, and hence, is not obliged to have a DPO;
It is sufficient to have the legal experts within the consortium, who are, in practice,
already performing a big part of a DPO’s job;
It would not make sense to appoint one of the remaining legal experts as DPO because
this would come down to reviewing their own work.

2.2.- Preliminary DPIA
SMOOTH has committed to carrying out prior assessments of risk and identification of
precautionary actions proportional to the potential risk/harm in the project. During the first year
of the project, one of the actions taken in this regard was the implementation by the legal partners
of a preliminary assessment to decide on the necessity for SMOOTH’s processing activities to be
2

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-datamgt_en.pdf.
30-04-2020
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made subject to a data protection impact assessment (DPIA) under the GDPR. The outcome of this
assessment was that no DPIA was needed. It is good practice to regularly conduct such a
preliminary assessment to ascertain, map and minimize potential risks to the envisaged data
processing activities, as it is possible that throughout the project, a DPIA will be needed. Therefore,
the consortium partners are continuously monitoring changes to SMOOTH’s processing activities
and the legal partners have reviewed the preliminary DPIA done last year, for the second year of
the project. (See Annex I) Still no DPIA was needed.
We will soon review the pre-DPIA for the remaining months of the project. Taking into account the
fact that the second testing of the platform will start in July, more personal data will be processed,
including special categories of personal data, a DPIA will most likely have to be conducted for this
phase of the project.

2.3.- SMOOTH’s strategy for processing personal data
During the first year of the project, the consortium established a data processing strategy in order
to ensure GDPR compliance and to achieve clarity amongst all partners and later on amongst the
participants. The strategy includes specific considerations for special categories of data, in the
context of the algorithm training of work package 4 of the SMOOTH Project. The strategy, set out
below, was successfully deployed by NEC and EURECAT in the second year.

2.3.1.- General approach
The purpose underlying the processing activities in Work Package 4 is scientific research. It has
been decided by the consortium members (including the legal partners KU Leuven, DVI and AEPD,
who, at the time, acted as DPO), that such processing can lawfully take place under Recital 50 GDPR,
together with art. 89 GDPR. The applicable conditions therefore were agreed upon.
It was also agreed that the following safeguards would be applied:
No special categories of data will be used for the algorithm training, nor data on children or data
relating to criminal offences.


Special categories of data= personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the
processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a
natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person's sex life
or sexual orientation.



Micro-enterprises whose core activities imply the processing of special categories of
personal data, will not be asked to upload their personal data, Moreover, these types
of data are not supported by the platform.


30-04-2020

SMOOTH will look at 3 types of micro-enterprises: traditional micro-enterprises
(e.g. retail shop, restaurants and real estate agencies), digital micro-enterprises
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Community…). The SMOOTH consortium has decided that it will not ask for the
datasets of the micro-enterprises managing sensitive data, due to the sensitive
nature of the personal data and the potentially far-reaching data protection
implications caused by a breach. In other words, SMOOTH will not request these
micro-enterprises to upload their datasets during the research phase of the
project. (this will be different for the testing of the platform)
 Instead of the actual data of these companies, NEC and EURECAT use
synthetic data because:
 the volume and kind of this sensitive data significantly raises the risk
to infringe the data subjects’ rights,
 it has been established by NEC and EURECAT (see below) that they do
need to work predominantly with real data to get their algorithms
trained, but that a portion (such as the portion represented by these
companies) can be synthetic


Micro-enterprises qualifying under the other two categories (traditional and digital)
will be informed that they are not allowed to upload special categories of personal
data, data on children or data relating to criminal offences.

2.3.2.- Accidentally uploaded special categories of personal data
The datasets of all traditional and digital micro-enterprises will inevitably contain some sensitive
data.
It might be impossible for micro-enterprises to eliminate these types of data from their datasets
before uploading it to SMOOTH. Additionally, it is very likely that micro-enterprises are not (yet)
aware of all the types of data they are processing (that’s what the Smooth Platform is for).
Therefore, special categories of personal data, data on children or data on criminal offences could
‘slip through the net’. SMOOTH does not intent to process such data, therefore NEC and EURECAT
will remove such data, as soon as it has been identified, preferably before the datasets are used for
the algorithm training. The removing of such data, however, already implies processing it. However,
this is not necessarily a problem as SMOOTH is still in the research phase, we can base the
processing of sensitive data on:

a.



Recital 50 GDPR: repurposing for research is not precluded for sensitive data



Art. 9(2)(J) GDPR ‘processing necessary for scientific research purposes (…) which shall be
proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to data protection and
provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the
interests of the data subject’
Safeguards
For both processing grounds, article 89(1) GDPR, which also calls for appropriate safeguards
for the rights and freedoms of data subjects, plays an important role: technical and
organisational measures should be put in place to ensure respect for the data protection
principles. It is up to NEC and EUT to make sure that they apply adequate security measures

30-04-2020
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to duly protect the personal data they process, taking into account that it will contain
sensitive data. Based on their earlier declarations, we assume that both NEC and EURECAT,
who are both companies with extensive experience in processing personal data on a large
scale, do comply with state-of-the-art security requirements, both technically and
organisationally, and will apply the required regime to the processed data.
b.

Necessity
For the processing of special categories of data, a higher burden to justify necessity exists. It
has been established by NEC and EURECAT that it is necessary, from a technical point of view,
for the SMOOTH project to work predominantly with real data to train the algorithms and to
achieve the envisaged accurate and useful outcome of the project.

c.

Proportionality
Further, proportionality must be reckoned with: most importantly, one should take into
account that companies in the ‘managing sensitive data’ category are being fully excluded
from uploading their data sets. Additionally, the other types of micro-enterprises will be
asked not to upload sensitive data that they might hold. We have informed and will inform
the companies in several ways about the fact that we do not want to receive special
categories of data (in the participation agreement, communication with the companies…).
The aforementioned initiatives by SMOOTH already eliminate a big chunk of personal data
that would otherwise end up in SMOOTH’s hands. For the special categories of data that do
end up in NEC and EURECAT’s hands, they should proactively scan and implement checks to
detect such data and, whenever they become aware of such data being processed, they will
expeditiously remove the data from their servers as far as possible. Finally, another
important element that should be kept in mind in this respect is the fact that the core
purpose of SMOOTH is to improve GDPR-compliance – hence, the aim pursued by
SMOOTH’s processing activities is a fundamental right to the benefit of society at large.

d.

National legislation
An important final remark that should be made is that the GDPR allows Member States to
require additional safeguards for the processing of special categories of data. The German
Federal Data Protection Act has done so for data processing for scientific purposes, by
additionally requesting that ‘the interests of the controller in processing substantially
outweigh those of the data subject in not processing the data' (Art. 27). This should not pose
a problem as the SMOOTH consortium will do everything in its power to provide a GDPRcompliant processing environment. Moreover, the data subject does not only face a risk by
SMOOTH’s processing activities, it will eventually be able to reap the benefits of the
processing as the micro-enterprise holding the data subject’s data – as well as other microenterprises making use of SMOOTH – will be better equipped to protect his or her data in the
future.
Article 28 of the Spanish Data Protection Act – referring to article 24 and 25 GDPR (the
responsibilities of the data controller and privacy by design and by default) – states that the
data controller and data processor will not have to take any additional technical and
organisational measures regarding the processing of special categories of data when the
processing of special categories of data happens merely incidental or is of a complementary

30-04-2020
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nature. The latter will be the case for the processing of personal data in the framework of
WP4.

2.4.- Agreements and other legal documents
Certain partners within the SMOOTH consortium process personal data, provided by microenterprises, to train the algorithms, test the SMOOTH Platform, or for other purposes. Hence, it is
indispensable to put certain agreements in place. In addition to the agreements put in place during
the first year of the project (see D9.2) the following have been drafted:

2.4.1.- Data Processing Agreements
The GDPR requires data controllers to have adequate data processing agreements in place when
multiple parties are involved in certain processing activities. These contracts are intended to ensure
that all parties in the partnership are properly handling personal data in compliance with the GDPR
or other applicable data protection and privacy laws, primarily laying down requirements and
allocating responsibilities.
Last year, Eurecat and NEC have entered into a “service and controller-processor agreement” for
the purposes of WP 4 (see D9.2).
During the second year of the project, a data processing agreement has been drafted between
Eurecat and FBA, for setting up the SMOOTH Community on the FBA Platform. It defines FBA and
EURECAT’s roles and responsibilities regarding the processing of personal data by the Platform.
In the following stage of the project, a similar agreement will have to be drafted between LSTECH
and Eurecat. As they will be the main developers of the SMOOTH Platform, they will be responsible
as data processor and service provider of all aspects related with data gathering, data integrity,
access logging, etc.

2.4.2.- Participation agreement
It is of paramount importance that the micro-enterprises participating in the SMOOTH Project, do
so voluntarily and on a well-informed basis. With the participation agreements drafted by the legal
partners, extensive effort is undertaken to thoroughly inform the participants in a clear, accessible
and comprehensive way. This agreement is still being used to inform testers/users before
participating.

2.4.3.- Message log-in screen pilots: privacy policy & participation agreement
We have now started the pilots with a preliminary version of the Smooth Platform. The Platform
is owned by LSTECH, while EUT has insights and will manage the uploaded data. The technical
partners have access only to the information they need, to perform their analysis (legal texts or
.csv). More specifically:



Legal texts (privacy policies and cookie policies) – NAVER, EUT, LSTECH
Data bases: NEC, EUT

In light of the above, we have adapted the participation agreement to suit the on boarding screen
for the pilots, to appear when the users are accessing the Platform.

30-04-2020
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The onboarding screen contains the following, including a checkbox in front of the first sentence:
[_] I confirm that I have read and accept the Participation Agreement [add link to the
online version of the participation agreement]. I understand that [this application] and the
companies FUNDACIO EURECAT and NEC Laboratories Europe GmbH will process all
personal data I upload to verify my GDPR compliance.
I understand that all personal data I upload and the personal data I submit above will only
be processed by NEC Laboratories Europe GmbH and FUNDACIO EURECAT to provide me
with, and to test and develop the aforementioned service. The personal data filled out in
the fields above will be processed in compliance with this privacy policy [add link to the
online version of your privacy policy].
The checkbox will not be available until the user scrolls down the Participation agreement
and accepts the document. Once the participation agreement is accepted, they can
proceed with the entry questionnaire.

2.4.4.- Modification informed consent form
During the first six months of the project, an informed consent form was drafted. The information
therein (amongst other things), was included in the participation agreement signed by microenterprises before participating and entering into the pilot (algorithm training). For the project’s
second year, the informed consent forms were updated to be used as a template for the lab tests,
to be done during the pilots (T7.3). Up until now, the physical lab tests were only done to staff of
Eurecat, but for the second pilot we expect to conduct these tests on real micro-enterprises. Under
this task, Eurecat will be interacting with representatives of certain micro-enterprises to gather
their feedback through questionnaires and by monitoring their reactions with physiological
indicators. As the latter can also qualify as personal data, the representatives of the enterprises will
be data subjects themselves. Therefore, and due to the particularities of the testing, an informed
consent form should ensure transparency about the testing and data processing activities taking
place.

3.- Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) (T9.2)
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is a ‘cross-cutting issue’ in Horizon 2020 research,
promoted throughout Horizon 2020 objectives. RRI is an approach that aims to foster the design of
inclusive and sustainable research and innovation by anticipating and assessing potential
implications and societal expectations with regard to research and innovation.3 Central to this
approach are five thematic elements:

3

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/responsible-research-innovation.
30-04-2020
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User
engagement

Gender
equality

Open access

RRI
Education

Ethics

3.1.- User engagement
The EC defines public engagement (or user engagement) in Responsible Research and Innovation
as co-creating the future with citizens and civil society organisations, and bringing on board the
widest possible diversity of actors that would not normally interact with each other, on matters of
science and technology.4
Dialogue with extended networks of stakeholders, including citizens, are being ensured through
dissemination and communication plans (WP8). SMOOTH has launched a public engagement
strategy for involving a wide variety of societal actors, end-users (micro-enterprises) and
stakeholders along the supply side (DPAs, SME associations, consultancy and technological
companies and EU citizens), in a dialogue that enriches its research and innovation activities. This
strategy amalgamates diverse needs and motivations, interests and ethical concerns in relation to
the project, and sets up appropriate mutual learning channels.
The SMOOTH consortium has also been carrying out actions to engage citizens and potential users
in the second year of the project:

3.1.1.- Questionnaire and quiz: implementation of results
During the first months of the project, a questionnaire and quiz were conducted to involve users in
the definition of the requirements for the SMOOTH Platform. The aim of these activities was to
understand and map the real needs and particular circumstances of micro-enterprise owners,
addressing not only the generic, but also the particular circumstances of micro-enterprise owners.
The outcome of these queries were kept in mind for the second year of the project, more

4

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/node/766.
30-04-2020
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specifically, they have determined to a large extent which topics to address in the Smooth
Interactive Handbook (SMOOK).

3.1.2.- FundingBox’ Community
At the start of the project, a community was set up on FundingBox’ Spaces for the SMOOTH project.
This Community is a space where participants can directly contact the consortium to pose
questions, raise issues or share thoughts or remarks. This is the space for interested enterprises to
communicate directly with us and sort their doubts regarding the project or some particular
questions they may have regarding the GDPR.
These functionalities have been put to use in the past year, see for example the following outtake:

During the second year of the project, the SMOOTH Online Community on the FundingBox’ platform
has been used to engage the public via a series of articles, messages and dedicated webinars by
both FundingBox’ and ESBA team members, informing community members about GDPR guidelines
and how the Smooth Platform can help micro-enterprises to find out if they are GDPR compliant.

30-04-2020
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The FundingBox’ Community has also been used in a more direct recruitment effort, asking
members to join the first platform pilot as beta testers.

30-04-2020
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Moreover, the 278 members were encouraged to introduce themselves to their peers in the
community in order to foster further knowledge exchange and engagement with the Smooth
project.
The screenshots below, provide better insights with regard to the interaction that has been taking
place within the FundingBox’ Community, during the second year of the Smooth project. The
second screenshot shows the evolution of new members to the Community, while the third
screenshot concerns the types of messages that have been shared.

30-04-2020
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The FundingBox’ Community allows for direct interaction and strong engagement, including a
better managed helpdesk support service during pilots. It has therefore been decided to provide it
with a more dynamic nature, giving it a more pivotal role within recruitment, communication and
engagement efforts around the second and third pilots, as well as the Smooth project as a whole.
A coordinated effort between ESBA and FundingBox has been arranged, whereby social media and
community disseminations are going to support each other, including a series of specific webinars
and content pieces. In addition, more visibility is going to be given to the community on the Smooth
website in form of a tab and a call to action.

3.1.3.- SMOOTH Website5
The SMOOTH website is still the anchor for all communication activities related to the project and
serves as a central point of entry for all public material, including the project’s basic information,
SMOOTH resources and public deliverables. The website is continuously updated with news, links
to other relevant sites, details of published papers, conferences and exhibitions during the project.
It will also serve as an interface between the consortium and participating enterprises, but
additionally it is also aimed at any interested entities that are not yet participants. For the
aforementioned purpose, visitors can reach out to us via the ‘contact’ button or they can use the
‘get involved’ button to participate in the pilot and become beta-testers of the SMOOTH Platform.

5

https://smoothplatform.eu.
30-04-2020
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3.1.4.- ESBA’s consultations
The European Small Business Alliance (ESBA) – one of the consortium partners – is a non-party
political association, which represents small businesses and entrepreneurs throughout Europe.
Through its national members, as well as its partner networks, ESBA is in direct contact with
SMOOTH stakeholders (it has access to a large number of micro-enterprises). ESBA continuously
consults small companies on the GDPR and valuable (compliance) solutions. This allows the
consortium to remain up to date about micro-enterprises’ situations and concerns regarding GDPR
compliance and to involve these enterprises throughout the entire project.

3.1.5.- The External Advisory Board
We are still working with an advisory board. SMOOTH’s Advisory Board is composed of
organisations and individuals that have expressed their interest in the project and are able to
provide practical advice to the partners on the progress of the project and the project’s output.
Both direct and indirect stakeholder groups are involved. Through this advisory board the SMOOTH
consortium is able to collaborate closely with various experts to create the leading tool for GDPR
compliance.
During our second project year, the Confartigianato di Vicenza6 joined the Adv. Board, providing
testers for our platform and feedback from the user experience side. Additionally, the Italian DPA
joined our pre-review consortium meeting in Rome7, where it shared interesting insights on data
protection issues amongst small enterprises.

3.1.6.- The first round of user testing
An important action carried out during the second year of the project (M16-M19), with regard to
user engagement, is (part of) Task 7.3 – Iterative testing and assessment pilots. This task entails the
testing of the performance and usability of the SMOOTH Platform and its integrated technology
through two iterative piloting activities. 88 Representatives of micro-enterprises became part of
the 1st pilot of the project. What the testers have evaluated so far under this first pilot, is user
experience with respect to the entry questionnaire. The trial included real users interacting with
the online tools under the supervision of a cognition and human factors specialist, while registering
6
7

https://www.confartigianatovicenza.it/.
11.06.2019.
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the self-reported and physiological indicators of the relevant metrics identified in the requirements
phase. More specifically, the users provided feedback regarding readability, comprehensibility, the
work flow, the submission of files etc. The technical modules were not ready, but they are to be
finished this month (April 2020).
In order to get accurate and representative feedback, the consortium envisaged to recruit
companies from different general sectors; traditional companies (20), digital companies (20) and
companies processing special categories of personal data (20).
In this first pilot, there were three different modalities of participation, each with different
incentives:
-

Modality 1: participants complete the entry questionnaire of the SMOOTH Platform
Modality 2: Participants complete the Entry Questionnaire and accompanying User
Experience Evaluation Survey (UEES)
Modality 3: Participants complete the entry questionnaire and accompanying User
Experience Evaluation Survey (UEES) during a Skype meeting with one of Eurecat’ s
researchers.8

Using the feedback from this pilot, the SMOOTH Platform will be fine-tuned before the
implementation of the second pilot (M25-M27), which entails an evaluation of the overall usability
and effectiveness of the SMOOTH cloud Platform in an everyday life situation.
The market validation pilot (T7.4) is on the agenda for the last 3 months of the project.
Benefits of engaging public in research projects is that it ensures that different perspectives and
creativity are represented in the research design and results. Furthermore, including users is
improves the credibility and the eventual uptake of the SMOOTH output as the research will be
societally relevant and desirable.

8

For more information on this first testing activity under the first pilot, please see D7.2 – Report of first
evaluation of SMOOTH Platform.
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3.2.- Gender equality
3.2.1.- Gender balance in research teams
Ensuring a gender balance in research teams should close the gaps in the participation of women.
All project partners have in operation different instances of equality measures for ensuring equal
opportunities in relation to HR processes (e.g. recruitment, training, promotion, work-life balance,
etc.) and to address gender-related biases and under-representation. As a result, even when the
areas of innovation related to SMOOTH are traditionally covered by men, representatives of both
genders will work on SMOOTH.

Gender Balance - SMOOTH Research
Team

37%

Men

63%

Women

During the second year of the project, the SMOOTH consortium has been comprised of 54 persons
working on the SMOOTH research, of which 20 (37%) are women and 34 (63%) are men. This result
is slightly better than last year, when the Smooth consortium consisted for 33,8% of women and
66,2% of men. This underrepresentation of women is still consistent with the well documented
gender gap in computing occupations and STEM careers, inventions and scientific publishing. The
SMOOTH Project keeps committing to ensure gender balance of the consortium. This will be
achieved by acknowledging gender in every aspect of the research formulation and methodology.
The situation will be monitored and evaluated throughout the course of the project and, if
necessary, positive action will be taken to redress any problematic imbalances that might occur.

3.2.2.- Gender balance in decision-making
Project-related decisions are usually made by consulting all members of the consortium. Looking at
the gender representation at the consortium meetings, this rate reflects the actual gender balance
in the research team (see 3.2.1). Nevertheless, even though the majority of the consortium is male,
SMOOTH compensates (to a certain extent) the underrepresentation of women with the fact that
the project coordinator – who is in a pivotal position – is female.
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3.2.3.- Gender balance in research and innovation
Integrating gender dimensions in the research itself helps to improve the scientific quality and
societal relevance of the produced knowledge, technology and/or innovation.
Studies suggest men and women take on different approaches regarding:




their reaction to privacy threats
difference in the intention to comply with data protection regulation and in the access to
legal information9
self-disclosure of personal information online: women seem to hold more concerns about
privacy and are less willing to share personal information compared to men, particularly
when it comes to publicly revealing sensitive information10

Therefore, the SMOOTH consortium has committed to assessing and addressing gender balance
throughout the entire research project. From the outset, SMOOTH has been recruiting participants
and building communities of early adopters and beta-testers. During the recruitment (of
representatives) of the micro-enterprises, the consortium is aiming to achieve gender-balanced
compositions and to avoid gender-based biases, without actively selecting or discriminating
amongst participants. The status as SMOOTH beta-tester is open to any undertaking, irrespective
of whether the company is led by a male or female. With an eye on a gender-balanced research
outcome, partners are making sure that – to the extent possible – companies led by women are
sufficiently represented amongst the participants. To do this, we are for example taking into
account the knowledge that women are more prevalent among micro-enterprises related to human
health and social work activities, while they are underrepresented in the total and wholesale and
retail trade and especially in ICT activities.11
Finally, although it has been improved during the last few years, women who own micro-enterprises
often work in isolation and they do not effectively participate in business associations and
networking, resulting in lack of relevant information on policy and legal requirements.12 On the
contrary, women are more used to communicating in social networks when searching for
information.13 SMOOTH has taken these variations in the preferred communication channels on
board when promoting the outputs of the project for maximizing its impact, e.g. making use of
ESBA’s and FBA’s platform, networking events, Chambers of Commerce (mainly for awareness
messages) and Social Networks (focused on the promotion of the solution).
SMOOTH will keep making sure it monitors, addresses and reports any possible gender-based issues
in both the upcoming phases of the project.

9

Michael Foth, (2015) European Journal of Information Systems.
The Pew Internet & American Life Project report (2012),
https://www.pewinternet.org/2012/02/24/privacy-management-on-social-media-sites/; Mark Rowan and
Josh Dehlinger (2014), Observed Gender Differences in Privacy Concerns and Behaviors of Mobile Device
End Users, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050914010151; Manuela Farinosi and
Sakari Taipale (2018) Obersvatorio Journal, http://www.scielo.mec.pt/pdf/obs/v12n1/v12n1a04.pdf.
11
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/promoting-entrepreneurship/we-work-for/women_en.
12
Istituto per la Ricerca Sociale (2014), Encouraging Female Entrepreneurship, Exchange of good practices
on gender equality.
13
IPSOS (2013) Survey on enterprise social use and perceptions.
10
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Taking account of gender balance ensures a more integrated approach to research and
innovation and it eliminates gender biases in the research results and positively affects the
validation of conclusions.

3.3.- Ethics
The European Union has indicated that ethics should be an integral part of research – funded by
them – from beginning to end. Ethical compliance is seen as pivotal to achieve real research
excellence.14 The consortium is aware that it must carry out its research and actions in compliance
with ethical principles, including the highest standards of research integrity as set out, for instance,
in the Horizon2020 guidelines.
Given that SMOOTH’s research involves real-life personal data and testers – to analyse and test
data bases held by micro-enterprises and to track platform users for UX evaluation purposes – it is
necessary that a strong governance and ethics framework is embedded within the project.
Therefore, during the first year of the project, liaisons have been created with the Ethics
Committees of the partners for the ethics approvals for certain developments and procedures,
where deemed necessary.
The ethical requirements at stake in the SMOOTH project are twofold: they may be concerned with
the technology to be developed, but they may also be concerned with the research leading up to
the technology itself. In the latter case, special attention is devoted to ethical particularities of
human participation in research. Another main point of attention for ethics in our research, relating
to both the research and the Platform itself, is the protection of personal data. Finally, we have
grouped a residual category of requirements under ‘other ethics issues’.
All partners have been made aware that they have to ensure that the ethical principles set out
below, are accomplished during the execution of the project.

3.3.1.- Ethical requirements for human participation in research15
3.3.1.1.- In general
SMOOTH strives towards sustained and genuine engagement with the participating microenterprises. For the second year of the project, this means in practice that the research and in
particular the testing and validation, must comply with legal and ethical principles in order to ensure
that no individual’s interest or right is harmed and public interests are not put at risk. Hereafter you
will find a list of some ethical issues that have risen (or could rise) during our work:
-

It is of paramount importance that research participants in the SMOOTH project take part
in a voluntary way, free from any coercion or risk. To achieve this, the following aspects
have been taken into account:
o (Potential) research participants are being fully informed about the project, its
purpose, methods and intended possible uses personal data, but also about what

14

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/ethics.
Source consulted for this section:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/ethics/h2020_hi_ethics-selfassess_en.pdf.
15
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-

-

-

-

-

their participation in the research entails and what risks, if any, are involved. This
information has been (and is being) delivered in a format accessible to them.
Informed consent is one of the pivotal principles in research ethics to ensure
voluntary participation in research, and it represents the most important
procedure to address data protection and privacy issues in research. Do note that
the actual participants to SMOOTH are humans acting on behalf of a company. In
SMOOTH, these companies are being thoroughly informed by providing them with
a participation agreement – which in essence embodies an informed consent form
–, which is to be signed by the participants. However, indirectly, the involvement
of real micro-enterprises brings along the involvement of data subjects on which
the participating companies hold personal information. It is not feasible for the
consortium to be in direct contact with this extensive second category of data
subjects, nor to ask for each and every one’s consent. Moreover, the data
processing within SMOOTH is based on ‘further processing for research purposes’
and not ‘consent’. Nevertheless, the consortium has committed to ensure these
data subjects are properly informed about the project and the data processing
activities: it has facilitated micro-enterprises’ compliance with their own
information obligation, by drafting an information template for them to send to
their data subjects. This should avoid ethical issues regarding the origin and manner
of data acquisition. Additionally, an informed consent form was drafted, adapted
to the specific situation of the lab tests under T7.2 and 7.3.
o Intelligibility of informational documents. For the readability of informational
documents, the consortium has relied on ESBA – as a representative of SMEs – to
ensure the use of language and terms are fully understandable to the participants.
To avoid risks of undue inducement, no monetary compensation is being provided to
participants. Nonetheless, in-kind compensation for their time is being provided (they get
1-year free subscription to the SMOOTH Platform, they are educated on the GDPR in several
ways and a selected group of testers receive an Amazon voucher etc.).
By no means should participants feel trapped within the research project. Within the
participation agreement, the participating companies are made aware of the fact that they
have the right to withdraw their participation and their data at any time and without any
negative consequences. Moreover, we have pointed the participating enterprises to their
information obligation regarding their data subjects’ right to object to the processing
(amongst their other rights).
FBA and ESBA have thought out an appropriate recruitment strategy for testers of the
SMOOTH Platform. It was ensured that the recruitment was not done directly by someone
in an authoritative or hierarchical position with respect to the participants.
Participants must normally give their consent in writing, therefore they are asked to sign
the participation agreement.
The involvement of children and/or adults unable to give informed consent, as well as other
vulnerable individuals is being avoided. Due to the specificities of the project, the
consortium is not able to fully eliminate the chances of conducting research with vulnerable
people and groups as we do not know whose data the participating companies hold.
The previous ethical issue is being addressed by honouring and protecting anonymity and
confidentiality of information supplied by research subjects. Ensuring that data processed
by SMOOTH are kept secure, is key to the success of the Platform. The security measures
to be implemented by the consortium concern not only personal data, but also information
which should be treated in a confidential manner (for instance, the compliance reports
generated should be confidential). Furthermore, people outside of the consortium will
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never get access to the participants in the SMOOTH project, nor to the personal data held
by these participants. Moreover, within the consortium, the only partners having access to
the micro-enterprises’ personal data are the ones who really need to have access in order
to develop the Platform.
Partners are taking all reasonable efforts to avoid unethical conduct or harm to the
wellbeing or interests of research participants. In this regard, SMOOTH raises no issues of
discrimination or stigmatisation. The only potential harm for participants could stem from
misuse or leakage of personal data, therefore, technical partners are putting in place state
of the art organisational and technical security measures. The potential harm resulting from
the processing activities within SMOOTH have been thoroughly discussed amongst the
partners and solutions have been sought (e.g. strategy for personal data processing).
The legal partners are monitoring, to their abilities, whether processing of personal data
during the research is compliant with the EU legal requirements. These requirements will
be addressed in detail under section 3.3.2.

3.3.1.2.- Certification of the Ethics Committee for the Research with Humans
During the first year of the project, the necessary clearance from Comitè Ètic d’Investigació amb
medicaments16 was obtained on the 28th of February 2019, for the validation and assessment
procedure envisaged under Task 7.2. This certification is valid for the entire project.17

3.3.2.- Ethical requirements stemming from the protection of personal data
Data protection is a central issue for research ethics in Europe, as well as a fundamental human
right.18 Ethics is given the highest priority in EU funded research: all the activities carried out under
Horizon 2020 must comply with ethical principles and relevant national, EU and international
legislation, in particular the GDPR, the ePrivacy Directive, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union and the European Convention on Human Rights. In other words, ethical
considerations often underlie the law and represent the rationale and interpretation tool for
positive law. Ethics thus overlap with law to a certain degree. Ethical considerations could also serve
as guidance where the law is not entirely adapted to new phenomena, e.g. where technology
enables practices, which the legislator had not anticipated. Research partners should ensure that,
in addition to respecting legal obligations, all projects are guided by ethical considerations and the
values and principles on which the EU is founded.
This commitment will be demonstrated through the entire lifespan of the project. To that end, in
WP2, Deliverable 2.1 lists the legal requirements that should form the basis of the SMOOTH Project.
As the work for the project evolves, these requirements may be subject to amendments. By M28
16

The CEIm is an independent interdisciplinary body made up by health professionals and other nonmedical staff and it safeguards the protection of the rights, safety and well-being of the participants of
clinical trials. Its approval of trial protocols constitutes a public guarantee of the aforementioned. It also
assures the staff are adequately qualified, the installations adequate and the documents informing the
patient subjects of the nature of the study are well redacted so that the patient consent is valid. For more
information: https://www.iislafe.es/en/iis-la-fe/governing-bodies/ethics-committees/medicamentsresearch-ethics-committee-ceim/.
17
For more information on this, consult D9.2.
18
European Commission, Ethics and data protection, 14 November 2018, p.3,
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/ethics/h2020_hi_ethics-dataprotection_en.pdf.
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of the project, Deliverable 2.4 will assess the implementation of the requirements defined in
Deliverable 2.1. Based on the findings of that assessment, requirements may be amended,
supplemented or deleted. In the meantime, the legal partners oversee and guide the
implementation of the legal and ethical requirements into the project and its design.
During the SMOOTH Project, some of the consortium partners are inevitably processing personal
data in order to achieve SMOOTH’s research purpose. Personal data will be asked only on two
occasions: the training of algorithms to automatically identify and categorize personal data (WP4
‘SMOODATA’), and later on for the testing and use of the SMOOTH Platform. The most important
scenarios of personal data processing during the second year of the project were still taking place
under WP4, for the training of the algorithms for ‘SMOODATA’. The first testing that has taken place
under WP7, only concerned the entry questionnaire, hence, no data bases were uploaded yet (this
will change in the upcoming months).
Some of the main categories of personal data we are encountering are: names, (email) addresses,
age, gender, phone numbers, banking details etc. However, we are not able to exhaustively list
types of data we will receive because this depends on the data micro-enterprises hold. Since the
consortium has been refraining from working with real special categories of personal data – as far
as the training of the algorithms is concerned – the amount of these kinds of data being processed
during the second project year is limited to a minimum.
The SMOOTH consortium still aims to conduct research and to perform testing entirely compliant
with the CFREU, TFEU and GDPR.
For the final version of the POPD (protection of personal data) as defined in the proposal, please
see section 3.3.2 of D9.2. This is a table summarizing the actions and mitigation strategies that have
been taken by the SMOOTH consortium or that are foreseen to be taken during the project lifetime,
to ensure that personal data related ethics issues are addressed appropriately.

3.3.3.- Other ethics issues
SMOOTH is still committed to guarantee that research integrity is respected by avoiding research
misconduct such as fabrication, falsification and plagiarism.
Furthermore, transparency should be upheld in the dissemination of SMOOTH: participants are
being made aware of the fact that the SMOOTH Platform is a tool to help and guide them towards
compliance, it is not a guarantee. This means that human assessment is still necessary. To avoid any
confusion in this regard, the following message is being added to the compliance reports by way of
disclaimer:
The main aim of the SMOOTH Platform is to guide micro-enterprises on the road to GDPR
compliance. The results of the compliance report generated by the SMOOTH Platform are for
general informational purposes and guidance only. More specifically, based on the information
provided to us, it envisages to provide an indication on how well your company is dealing with the
GDPR at the moment, and which steps your company should take in light of GDPR compliance. The
compliance report is provided in good faith and based on the consortium’s extensive experience
with, and knowledge about, the GDPR and its implementation in micro-enterprises. We do not,
however, warrant or guarantee that the report will reflect your entire situation, nor can we
guarantee that complying with all proposed steps will make you fully GDPR-compliant.
30-04-2020
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Finally, for convenience and accessibility reasons, Eurecat has been appointed as the single point
of contact in the participation agreement for any (ethical and legal) issues relating to the SMOOTH
project.
Applying fundamental ethical principles and legislation to scientific research is an essential
requirement for achieving research excellence.

3.4.- Education
Under Horizon 2020 research projects, building capacities and developing innovative ways of
connecting science to society is another priority. This should contribute to making science more
attractive to young people, increasing society's appetite for innovation, and opening up further
research and innovation activities. A sustainable and cross-cutting interaction between the
relevant actors in the field is crucial. To this benefit, SMOOTH has committed to identify materials
that are potentially suitable to be included in training activities, at formal and informal level, in
order to maximize the impact in the EU educational systems.
Making science education and careers attractive for the younger generation is an ambitious
goal, which aims to drastically improve science and technology-literacy in our society.

Consortium members are still undertaking a number of activities relating to education. A selection
of some important activities during the project’s second year, from an educational point of view,
are listed below:19

3.4.1.- Events
A first way in which we educate people on the GDPR and the Smooth Project, is by means of
events, being conferences, meetings, seminars, teaching opportunities etc.
NAME
APF 202020 (conference)
(Industry Policy Makers, Academics)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
On the 13th and 14th of June 2019, Smooth
was represented and presented at the Annual
Privacy Forum in Rome, by EUT, UC3M and
IMDEA. SMOOTH had its own stand on the
conference premises, through which it
engaged with key stakeholders in data
protection such as data protection agency
representatives, academics, industry
representatives and researchers. The two-day
conference focused on data privacy,
innovation and legal framework.21

19

For the full list of the second year dissemination activities, see Deliverable 8.4.
https://privacyforum.eu/.
21
https://smoothplatform.eu/smooth-at-the-annual-privacy-forum/.
20
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Second Cyberwatching Concertation
Meeting22
(Researchers, representatives of EU projects,
Commission officers)

Scientific seminar
(Research)
Guide to data processing for small and
medium enterprises23

I-COM 201924

Talk at the Barcelona Technology School25
(Research)
CPDP 2020: Data Protection and Artificial
Intelligence26

(academics, lawyers, practitioners, policymakers, industry and civil society)

On the 4th of June 2019, EUT and ESBA
represented Smooth at the Cyberwatching
conference. The objective of the meeting was
to provide the EC with a set of
recommendations
regarding
Europe’s
cybersecurity strategy.
UC3M gave a talk at a scientific seminar
organised by Brave on the 27th of June 2019 in
London, where it also talked about the Smooth
project.
DVI – the Latvian data protection organisation
– organised seminars for SMEs in Daugvapils,
Jelgava and Cesis (Latvia) on the 2nd, 8th and
10th of October 2019. Smooth was mentioned
in the course of these seminars.
This conference was organised in Málaga
(Spain) from the 11th until the 16th of October
2019 and was attended by UC3M. The
conference was targeted at digital marketing.
On the 21st of October 2019, EUT was invited to
give a talk in the Master in big data solutions at
the Barcelona Technology School.
On the 22nd of January 2020 SMOOTH
organised a panel at the Computers, Privacy &
Data Protection Conference (CPDP) in Brussels,
together with the Star II project. The panel was
called “The GDPR is easy: (Un)tangling SME
compliance hurdles” and aimed to firstly
identify the distinct needs of SMEs and then
discussed the ways in which public and private
actors could help SMEs to move from a
relatively good level of awareness to actual
compliance with the GDPR.

22

https://cyberwatching.eu/news-events/news/pivotal-event-european-cybersecurity-and-privacycyberwatchingeu-2nd-concertation-meeting.
23

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJyEk8fByFw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1kCslMzOa33fskYkMC5Y
z34TG0MpfvM3mRPZK4Sidg9lGjmBr-1Qe8pl8 (Daugvapils);
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4smaPNXCYA&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0NOWMcmAG2wK0U
x31nQJzqH-lS89KhsKSNj4FhcuQugm_8GB0xegXDDqs (Jelgava);
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR4eiTxsZgw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0pTjKpL4c1_cQ5XXQllC
HFGvGwwKHHwerpCzNTcCKFb85qCLsEt1pUG4U (Cesis).
24
https://www.i-com.org/data-science-hackathons-2019-overview.
25
https://barcelonatechnologyschool.com/.
26
https://www.cpdpconferences.org/cpdp-panels/the-gdpr-is-easy-un-tangling-smes-compliance-hurdles.
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3.4.2.- Academic publications
Academic publications are a second way in which the consortium is carrying out educational
activities. During the second year of the project, a number of new academic articles were written
and published by the consortium members.
TITLE + JOURNAL/BOOK
“Nameles: An intelligent system
for Real-Time Filtering of Invalid
Ad Traffic” in the Web
Conference
“50 Ways to Leak Your Data: An
Exploration of Apps':
Circumvention of the Android
Permissions Systems” in USENIX
Security
“Measuring the Global Recursive
DNS Infrastructure: A View From
the Edge” in IEEE Access
“To Annotate or Not? Predicting
Performance Drop under Domain
Shift” in EMNLP
“Q-Tag: a transparent solution to
measure ads viewability rate in
online advertising campaigns” in
CoNEXT ’19: Proceedings of the
15th International Conference on
Emerging Networking
Experiments and Technologies
“An Ad-Driven Measurement
Technique for Monitoring the
Browser Marketplace” in IEEE
Access
“TransRev: Modeling Reviews as
Translations from Users to Items”
in ECIR 2020

AUTHOR
UC3M

PUBLICATION DATE
May 2019

IMDEA

August 2019

IMDEA

October, 2019

NAVER

November, 2019

UC3M

December, 2019

UC3M

December, 2019

NEC

April 2020

3.4.3.- Webinars
Webinars are the third category of educational activities the Smooth consortium has been
undertaking (and will keep undertaking in the following months).
TITLE
5 GDPR Commandments for
Small Businesses27

27

PRESENTER(S)
KUL, organised by FBA

DATE
6 June 2019

https://smoothplatform.eu/webinar-5-gdpr-commandments-for-small-businesses/.
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By taking on an educational and
informational approach, this
webinar envisaged to contribute
to micro-enterprises’ knowledge
and GDPR awareness.
GDPR Compliance in the age of
Emerging Technologies28
The main purpose of the webinar
is to show the impact of the
GDPR on emerging technologies:
opportunities and challenges.
New Challenges for Data
Regulation beyond the GDPR:
How to assess risks and develop
tools in an Era of AI29

EUT and ESBA, organised by
cyberwatching.eu
Webinar together with the
other GDPR Cluster Projects
(BPR4GDPR, Defend, Papaya,
PDP4E and Poseidon)
EUT and ESBA took part in the
Big Data Value (BDV) webinar
series.

19 July 2019

31 January 2020

The SMOOTH representatives
took care of the main challenges
experienced by SMEs and startups in dealing with GDPR
compliance. The SMOOTH
project is demonstrated, in
particular how the proposed
solutions are experienced in
practice.

3.4.4.- Other educational actions
-

SMOOK: SMOOTH interactive handbook

One of the objectives set by the SMOOTH consortium is to design and develop an interactive GDPR
handbook which is to act as a “go-to-guide” for micro-enterprises for all their data protection
questions. Using simple, plain and clear language, this handbook will present steps microenterprises should take in order to be GDPR compliant. SMOOK will be implemented as a website
and a mobile app. The handbook will contribute to the reader’s awareness and knowledge on data
protection matters.
A final version of SMOOK, including useful links, infographics and videos, will be delivered at the
end of April 2020.
-

Social media strategy

ESBA and FBA have thought out a renewed communication strategy, which aims to engage
stakeholders and the civil society at large. As part of this communication strategy, there is also an
28

https://www.cyberwatching.eu/gdpr-compliance-age-emerging-technologies.
https://www.big-data-value.eu/resources/webinar/; https://smoothplatform.eu/webinar-newchallenges-for-data-regulation-beyond-the-gdpr-how-to-assess-risks-and-develop-tools-in-an-era-of-ai/.
29
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updated social media strategy, including an educational aspect as it aims to raise GDPR awareness
and knowledge through the following actions:
-

A Hook Date calendar with international and European observed dates related to GDPR
issues (e.g. Data Privacy Day, Micro-, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day), with
dedicated SMOOTH posts under dedicated hashtags;

-

A weekly social media calendar for SMOOTH posting activities, ensuring that the project
remains engaging and active on social media even during quieter periods. As a starting
point, the following hashtags will be used:
o #TuesdayFact – for a fact/benefit of the SMOOTH project/platform
o #ThursdayReads – for an interesting publication on GDPR (SMOOTH-owned or
otherwise) for a fact on GDPR relevant to MSMEs
o #SMOOTHquiz – published every other week, with a question on Monday and the
answer on Wednesday. The current approach to the SMOOTH quiz will be
rethought to make it more appealing and engaging
These will be used especially on Twitter and Instagram and on others, when
appropriate;

-

During most of the second year of the project, no blogs were published. For the coming
months of the project, we will revive these initiatives and the Smooth partners will commit
to writing another blog article, which will be initially published on the Smooth website.
Afterwards they will also be shared on LinkedIn (or other social media, when relevant).

3.5.- Open access
Making research findings available free of charge forms part of a core strategy in the European
Commission to improve knowledge circulation and thus innovation. Once the deliverables are
approved, they are made available on the SMOOTH website, where they are openly accessible to
the public. A link to the list of the currently approved deliverables can be found here.
The communication partners have suggested to introduce a new “Resources” tab at the top of the
landing page, which is dedicated to all the public deliverables of our project. This is to ensure that
the deliverables are easy to find.
The SMOOTH consortium has also committed to provide open access to the SMOOTH Platform for
micro-enterprises established in Latvia, after the Project. The SMOOTH Platform’s GDPR audit
services will be licensed to the DPA participating in the consortium under favourable conditions. In
turn, the DPA will offer these services for free to the micro-enterprises in their countries. The DPA
of the consortium will economically sustain the free service to the micro-enterprises after the
finalisation of the project. The SMOOTH Platform’s GDPR audit services will be offered as
commercial services in the remaining EU countries.

Making research results more accessible positively impacts the quality and efficiency of science
and innovation in public and private sectors.
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4.- Societal impact (T9.3)
As part of WP9, Task 9.3 on ‘societal impact’, the consortium members are studying the potential
impact of SMOOTH on society in terms of privacy risk reduction, in case it is widely adopted in
Europe. To measure SMOOTH’s societal impact, the consortium has collected information and has
conducted studies and consultations in light of the GDPR. The results are addressed in the first
following subsection (4.1), confirming that micro-enterprises are indeed still struggling with the
GDPR. This observation underlines the relevance of the SMOOTH Project. Moreover, even though
the SMOOTH Platform is not yet fully developed and operational, SMOOTH has already been having
impact on society in several ways. This impact will be discussed under section 4.2 below.

4.1.- Smooth’s societal relevance
This subsection focusses on the relevance of the Smooth project for society, and micro-enterprises
and SMEs in particular.
Within the first yearly ELSA report societal relevance was demonstrated by carrying out a quiz and
questionnaire in the initial phase of the project, as well as by conducting a consultation of small
businesses and the Latvian and Spanish DPAs. This research established that issues do exist amongst
citizens and small companies in regard of GDPR compliance, which underlined the importance of
tools such as the Smooth Platform.30
Below, there are several indicators of the societal relevance of SMOOTH observed during the
second year of the project.

4.1.1.- No mercy for SMEs
In the course of the second year of the Smooth project, the Belgian DPA has taken a very interesting
decision. On December 17, 2019, the DPA imposed a fine of €15,000 on an SME operating a legal
information website for infringing the rules on cookies and consent.31 The DPA carried out this
enforcement action on its own initiative, not following a complaint. This goes to show that playtime
is really over and even small companies are expected to obey the rules by now. The foregoing
demonstrates that, in practice, the Smooth Platform and Handbook could serve as very useful tools.

4.1.2.- Update problems identified by DVI
The Data Protection Authority (DPA) of Latvia forms part of our consortium. This provides an
excellent opportunity to gain additional insights in the GDPR struggles of small companies and
citizens in practice – albeit, limited to Latvia. The results of our second year consultation are
mentioned below.
Do you receive a lot of GDPR- related questions from small companies?

30

For more detailed information on these actions, please consult D9.2.
https://www.gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit.be/sites/privacycommission/files/documents/BETG_122019_NL.pdf (Dutch);
https://www.autoriteprotectiondonnees.be/sites/privacycommission/files/documents/BETG_122019_FR.pdf (French).
31
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There are no statistics at DVI specifically monitoring inquiries from SMEs. Generally, there were
about 800 written consultations and 62 opinion expressions in 2019. Since May 2019 additionally
897 registered phone consultations were provided. It is assumed that around 60% of the phone
consultations were held with SMEs, the rest were held with larger enterprises, public institutions
and data subjects.
What type of questions do SMEs ask/ what are they struggling with the most?
A direct answer to this question is included in the last question describing the public pool by DVI.
Yet, according to our experts, questions from all types of companies can be grouped into few larger
groups:
1) Conceptual issues related to the service or product development. For example, whether a
company will comply with the Regulation when developing a product that has particular
description and features, and that will be used for particular purposes.
2) Issues related to implementation of data subjects' rights. For example, action types for
enterprise receiving a data subject's request to delete one’s data.
3) Situations where an enterprise requests to assess compliance of developed documents or
internal procedures with the Regulation.
4) Theoretical questions where enterprises ask for clarification on the interpretation of a
technical aspect of personal data protection.
According to the annual review of DVI 202032, DVI has conducted 246 inspections in respect to the
possible data protection breaches. Inspections were carried out in the following areas, which
indirectly indicates trigger points and GDPR confusion questions:
1) video surveillance in public places, private property and institutions (increase of data
subject claims were registered);
2) processing of personal data by the mass media;
3) processing of personal data by law enforcement authorities;
4) processing of personal data of online social networks and other websites;
5) processing of personal data of health;
6) data processing in educational institutions;
7) observance of the rights of data subjects;
8) compliance with the technical and organizational requirements of the manager;
9) processing of personal data in state and institutional information systems.
Violations were identified in 109 out of 246 cases. Vast majority of them (93 cases) were related to
violation of the confidentiality principle (unauthorized disclosure or unauthorized access to
personal data). In 10 cases violation was related to the availability principle - data were lost or
destroyed, 4 other cases were related to the breach of integrity principle.
Was a new relevant study or survey conducted with regard to SMEs and the GDPR?

32

Review of Action of Data State Inspectorate 2019, https://www.dvi.gov.lv/lv/wp-content/uploads/DVIdarb%C4%ABbas-p%C4%81rskats-2019.pdf.
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A public opinion pool of SMEs “Awareness of entrepreneurs in respect to the GDPR and their
experience with ensuring its requirements33“ was carried out from 03.07.2019. until 15.07.2019
within the DVI project “GDPR – opportunities and responsibility for SMEs; rights and risks for
underage persons” (acronym DPSME). The target audience was directors of SMEs; 400 respondents
were surveyed.
Main conclusions from the pool are:
-

93% of SMEs have heard about the GDPR, about 8% have not. 69% believe that GDPR
requirements are relevant for them while 24% believe they are not.

-

About half of respondents think they are fully GDPR compliant, 34% say they still have
some tasks to do to be compliant and 13% admit they have not done anything yet as
regards GDPR compliance.

-

Half of the respondents indicate that they must deal with personal data in their business
while 48% are convinced they have no relation to personal data.

-

In response to the question “In which areas it is the most difficult to ensure GDPR
compliance?” respondents mostly indicated client and cooperation partner data (20%).
Among other types of problematic data protection areas were listed: information
processing and maintenance technologies, as well as data of personnel and other data
bases. Nevertheless, 59% of respondents stated it is not a problem for them to ensure GDPR
compliance.

According to the pool, SMEs are less informed about following GDPR issues:
-

When they must follow up on requests of private persons within one month and free of
charge;
What do exactly the “right to be forgotten” means;
What procedures enterprises must follow when sharing data outside EU and EEA.

According to the pool, SMEs are mostly interested in such GDPR questions in respect to their field
of business:
-

What “the right to be forgotten” exactly means;
In what cases enterprises may share personal data at their disposal with third parties;
In what cases enterprises may process personal data without consent.

4.1.3.- Recruitment actions
FBA and ESBA have set up specific mailing campaigns to gather testers for the pilots: ESBA contacted
its database of 21.500 members (of which around 53% SMEs) and FBA directly contacted Digital
Innovation Hubs, as intermediaries. This resulted in reaching over 250 Digital Innovation Hubs from
33

A public opinion pool of SMEs “Awareness of entrepreneurs in respect to the GDPR and their experience with ensuring
its
requirements,
https://www.dvi.gov.lv/lv/wp-content/uploads/Uz%C5%86%C4%93m%C4%93juinform%C4%93t%C4%ABba-par-Visp%C4%81r%C4%ABgo-datu-aizsardz%C4%ABbas-regulu.pdf.
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25 different countries, together with their affiliated members. Out of the DIH contacted in June
2019, several showed interest in the project. E.g. the Centre for Research and Technology Hellas –
CERTH, from Greece, singed a MoU to be a supportive partner of the project, providing the contacts
of 6 companies which confirmed their interest in participating. Also, Digital Innovation Hub Vicenza
should interest in Smooth and made dissemination actions amongst the companies in their area of
influence, resulting in the contact data of 11 companies for recruitment (9 of which already signed
the partnership agreement). The campaign has also led to the interest of several ESBA affiliated
members, such as the Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses, which provided the contacts of 8
companies interested in participating in the pilot.34

4.2.- Contributions to societal impact
4.2.1.- The first testing results: user-experience of the entry questionnaire
The first pilot has taken place during the second year of the project (M16-M19) and tested an
interim version of the platform. This pilot envisaged to gather initial feedback for the debugging
and improvement of the user experience of the SMOOTH platform. Users were asked to complete
the entry questionnaire of the SMOOTH Platform and some of them were also asked to fill in an
accompanying Experience Evaluation Survey (UEES). This first testing of the Smooth Platform has
been reported in detail in Deliverable 7.2. Therefore, this subsection will be limited to the most
important takeaways.
Looking at all the results, a general conclusion is that users mostly understand the general purpose
of the questions posed to them, yet they sometimes fail to understand the vocabulary used or the
relevance of the question from the point of view of their business activity.
Qualitative data gathered:
-

-

-

-

34

Some participants expressed doubts regarding how to categorize their business activity.
This issue has also been raised in informal feedback. Self-employed testers are particularly
confused when it comes to categorizing their business activity, as well as understanding the
relevance of some of the requests to their business activity;
Some participants signalled the information requested from them, is distributed across
different agents in their companies, and hence, not always easy to aggregate;
There seems to be a common trend of confusion on how to collect and communicate GDPR
relevant information from and to their customers, employees and providers, in particular
relating to consent forms or privacy policies, which practically no tester used;
Some users would like more specificity in the requests concerning the use of databases and
dedicated software, as well as on the requests to upload documentation, which they either
did not have at hand, or was unavailable to them altogether;
Often, testers did not understand legal or technical terms such as ‘legitimate interest
assessment’, ‘legal ground’, ‘opt-in’, or even ‘micro-enterprise or ‘ICT’.
A lot of participants were also confused about the use of encryption or other cybersecurity
measures;

For more detailed information, see D7.2.
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-

-

Another concern that was signalled by some participants was of a legal nature: they
expressed doubts about whether uploading certain information (like databases of their
employees) was actually legal;
One tester stated that the website is not safe because there is no SSL or TSL protocol which
guarantees a safe connection;
Some bugs were identified in relation to the upload tools for the documents;
Many users questioned the order in which the questions appeared on the screen, and the
fact that in some cases the visibility of a certain question is not always related to the
previous questions. E.g. Some users were annoyed by the fact that they were asked to
upload a document, after already indicating in a previous question that they did not have
such a document.

The analysis of UX metrics of usability and aesthetics goes hand in hand with the qualitative
feedback signalling that the tool can benefit from an improved UX design.
What also followed from the survey is that the testers are fully on board with the idea of an
automated assistance, but they are not (yet) ready to pay for it. This is understandable, taking into
account that the platform is still in an early stage of development and they have not yet seen the
full workflow of the tool, resulting in the automated analysis and a compliance report.
The consortium has taken all these remarks and concerns on board and commits to working
towards a user-validate, user-friendly Smooth-Platform that will be of added value to society.

4.2.2.- The GDPR Cluster
On March 28th 2019 (first year of the project) UC3M has represented SMOOTH in a cluster meeting
with 5 other H2020 projects (BPR4GDPR, DEFEND, PDP4E, POSEIDON and PAPAYA) and the DG
Connect, in Brussels. The aim of these activities was to discuss approaches, potential synergies and
new developments around GDPR. In this regard, it was decided to have a call every 3 months to
share dissemination activities and explore potential joint events. Another thing that was decided is
to synchronise all social media accounts, to follow each other’s projects and retweet etc. The
foregoing, all positively affects visibility and relevance of SMOOTH, which indirectly improves
societal impact.
During the second year of the project the GDPR cluster is still operative. The 6 projects participated
together in the Annual Privacy Forum 2019 in Rome. On the 2nd of July 2019, SMOOTH and the five
other European Projects held their second official cluster meeting. They decided to collaborate
together to work on their common goal: Raise awareness of the GDPR. They still meet regularly to
exchange knowledge and promote each other.35
As a result of the cooperation between the cluster's projects, a joint white paper has been
submitted to the Springer Nature journal on Computer Science for the Topical Issue on Privacy,
Data Protection, and Digital Identity, “Protecting citizens’ personal data and privacy: a joint effort
from GDPR EU cluster research projects”. It’s publication is expected to be the second semester of
2020.

35

https://smoothplatform.eu/the-gdpr-cluster/.
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4.2.3.- The Belgian DPA
KUL has brought SMOOTH under the attention of the Belgian DPA. The DPA is leading the EU-funded
BOOST project (to which KUL is also a partner), relating to GDPR compliance issues of SMEs in
Belgium. In the first Boost project newsletter, sent out by the Belgian DPA, a mention and short
explanation of the Smooth project was included. They have provided a link to the Smooth website
for readers who would like to know more about our project. There is a Dutch (see below) and French
version of the newsletter.
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5.1.- Annex I: Preliminary assessment on the necessity of a DPIA
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